Battle of Souls
Getting back to the
Deck Building
Battle of Souls is an extensible card game where players battle
each other in a TCG style combat game using historic warriors
such as Samurai, Vikings and many more.
Battle of Souls introduces a unique win condition and evens
the playing field for players by focusing on Deck Building
skills instead of the “pay to win” mechanics of other games in
the TCG genre.

want players to be able to
“ We
pick up a set box and play knowing they are still on an equal
playing field as other players.

”

William Brevard; CEO NO LIMIT GAMES, INC.
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No Limit
Games, Inc.
Bringing the
fun!
Our goal with Battle of Souls is to give
players a chance to play a game where it
isn’t about how much a players deck
might cost. Instead every battle is based
on the deck building skills of the players.
This is why there are no starter decks, pre
-constructed decks, or booster packs for
Battle of Souls. Instead all players would
purchase a set box for a specific warrior
group which will contain all of the cards
for that warrior group in one box.

PRICE LIST FOR SET BOXES:

SINGLE WARRIOR SET BOX
- Retailer: $10.00 per box (100 ct. min.)
- MSRP: $24.99 per box
TWO WARRIOR DELUXE SET BOX
- Retailer: $15.00 per box (100 ct. min.)
- MSRP: $39.99 per box
SINGLE WARRIOR SET BOX CONTENTS
Contains a total of 105 cards. There are two
copies of nearly every card for that specific
warrior group. One box can allow for two 40
-card decks to be built.
DELUXE SET BOX CONTENTS
Contains a total of 209 cards. There are two
copies of nearly every card for both warrior
groups contained in the box. One box can
allow for five 40-card decks to be built.

NO LIMIT GAMES, INC.
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